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wondering why the cakephp, ruby on rails, and django cms customers are embracing couchbase? at
pulse 2014, dave rolsky shared their stories. their experiences can help you make the decision to
move to couchbase. in addition to the cms customers, couchbase has business customers using
couchbase in mobile, retail, e-commerce, and other domains. the release of database-specific ui

libraries allow database developers to build and deploy interactive applications. sqlite, couchbase,
postgresql, and ibm db2 form the cornerstones of this low-level library. they provide a consistent,
high-level api for the majority of ui development. in addition to the standard database api, you can

tap into the sdks' native endpoints and rest-api to access and manipulate data as easily as possible.
with fort, you are no longer limited to a fixed schema. we take the need for object persistence, which
has always been at the heart of industry, as its starting point. with our solution, there is a hierarchy
which enables you to manage your data at any granularity. and with this flexibility, you can choose
the best solution for your specific task. online retailers often suffer from a lack of personalization of

their web and mobile interfaces. in response, we developed compound ui, a flexible and intuitive
interface layer that can be applied to any web or mobile site. as a key part of the compound ui

family, industry inc provides a modern way for retailers to adapt their entire user interface to better
respond to their customers. users can instantly mix and match ui components to create a

personalized, industry-facing interface that meshes together all of your stores' brands and products.
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rich, immersive apps need to leverage data across the entire data management ecosystem,
including sql and big data databases and tools. couchbase includes built-in big data and sql

integration to allow you to build intelligent apps in less time by leveraging your tools, processing
capacity, and data wherever it may reside. couchbase server is a fully managed cloud database with
a robust security model and a synchronized cluster in the cloud you don’t have to build and operate.
couchbase server is available in the public cloud, private cloud, hybrid cloud and on-premises. the
couchbase server is based on multi-model architecture is optimized to work across the top of the

database needs such as and analytics and document management, couchbase server continues to
be the most trusted database platform because it provides: consistently high performance durable,
always available, low-cost cloud database easy to use, with powerful data management and query

language couchbase developer platform includes the components developers need to develop
application. these include popular languages, frameworks and components like the jvm, jdbc driver,

http components, javascript, sql driver, odbc driver, visual basic server, xml, json, and more. by
opening the data infrastructure to the apps and services that need to interact with it, we create new

opportunities for applications on the cloud. this allows developers to take advantage of the full
capabilities of cloud infrastructure like dynamic pricing, elasticity, auto-scaling, and aggregation.

couchbase server cloud allows you to write to databases using any programming language, use any
of the major application programming interfaces (apis) to interact with couchbase, and deploy

anywhere. 5ec8ef588b
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